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1 - blood rain characters-not all used

cass and her charactors (including the loaned ones) they may or may not act like this

        THE HOUSE THAT THEY LIVE IN LOL

cass: hey everyone this is just an intro of sum of the charctors in blood rain so far...

damien: hi im damien and i...

rena: its DAMIEN...YAY!!!

damien: oh no... rena no... noooooooooooooooo... dont you... ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhrrrrrrrg

*rena jumps on damien and gives him a big hug*

rain: im rain and im the star

aimee: why did you kill us rain???

kayne: yeah, i was your boyfriend

keiko: lollipop lollipop ooh lollilollipop lalalalala... im a do da tango... now i feel like a looli pop

*keiko kart wheels through the room*

megan: these guys are weird

syrian: yeah i know... oh megan, meat karing, my girlfriend

megan: are you lez or bi?

syrian and karing: lez's

damien: rena you do realise im gay right

rena: whats that

damien: dont say im gonna be the one to give you the talk

rena: the talk?

cass: umm yeah guys



damien: get off me

keiko: lalalalalalalala

ryan:omg... i know you... your that guy

hts: what guy

ryan: that guy... the bounty guy

hts: why yes i am

cass: um guys...

syrian: QUIET!!! there

cass: where is everyone else?

rena: at a party

cass: huh?

damien: why didnt i get invited

rena: oh, that reminds me, this arrived for you

*hands damien envolope*

damien: umm cass i... g... 2g... hey the invatation says to evry one but cass...

*everyone but cass disapears*

cass: i feel unloved... at least kittys still here...

*kitty leaves to*

cass: even my cats invited... thats it...

*pulls out giant eraser and contemplates erasing everythin*

cass: ... nah...

* gets out the icecream and eats it all*

cass: haha... only i get icecream lol

the end or is it...
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